U.S.S. Geneva November 7, 1997


Bob_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::sitting at helm awaiting orders::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::at science::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::looking over supply PADD::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::reviewing roster revisions::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::on bridge:: FCO: plot a course to Parellium IV

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::in his office in Engineering, staring out his window at the warp =ore::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: warp 3

SEC_LT_Chorn:
;; in Quarters Getting ready for shift::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::fiddling around with sensors::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Checking phaser in weapon storage::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
XO: Aye Maam, plotting course for Parellium IV.

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
XO: Speed Ma'am?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::Preparing for the orderly influx of what he hope is lots of =atients, and also for lots of body bags for the morgue ::::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::walking around cargo bay 5, looking at weapon shipment::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
*CMO*: Are you ready to brief the away teams?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::exits his office, into the vast engineering bay::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::modifying scanning modulator::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*CTO* WHen you are shall we meet them in the Conference room in Holodeck = ?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::looks over shoulder jeez, there are a lot of security everywhere !!::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Write on report Padd: Phaser 024231 is functional ::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
*CMO*: Holodeck sounds good, we might want to get a few drills in while =e're at it.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*ENG Dept* Alpha, Beta, and Theta teams, meet me in Conference room 3 =or Away Team briefing.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*CTO* My thoughts exactly

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
XO: Engaging at Warp 3.

FCO_Ens_Alexander (Sound - warp.wav):

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::proceeds out of Sickbay to Holodeck 1 ::::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
XO: Does Starfleet know what the power of these ships that the Jem'Hadar =hips are?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::walks over to torpedo supply hold, checks PADD::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*CMO&TAC*: as per orders, please make preparations for your search and =escue teams.

CTO_Ens_Lee:
*Security Teams*: All AT members please meet in Holodeck 1 for mission =riefing.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::yawns and stretches::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Leave for Holodeck 1::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters the Conference room, to the delight of seeing nearly 30 =rewmen::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*ACO* Andrea, we are getting ready to brief the Search teams

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::Decides its time to check in::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*CMO*: acknowledged

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::OK, I guess between security and all this stuff, we're as ready as =e're ever going to be, guess, I'll head back up to the bridge::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::bringing loads of equipment to the Holodeck::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Arrived at HD 1::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::Enters Holodeck 1 after programming it :::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*ENG*: How are those repair teams coming along?
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SEC_LT_Chorn:
::wanders off to HD1::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: please inform me when we arrive

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
CMO: Hi sir..

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*ACO* We'll be ready in about another 10 minutes Commander. I'm just now =riefing my teams.

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::Enters HD1. Nods to CMO::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am, 10 minutes ETA.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ENG Teams: Okay, this'll be a standard Level 7 Starbase repair.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::enters TL:: Bridge, please

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::Nods to CTO:::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*CEO*: Acknowledged

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: follow CTO::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::wipes dust off handle::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::waits for the Search teams to assemble :::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ENG Teams: Priorities are main power, communications, and defensive =ystems. If we are to leave a skeleton crew at the post, they need to be =ble to defend themselves.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::enters HD1 glances around wanders over to Wizon::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::turns and watches XO perform well under pressure::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
CTO: Are all of your people here?

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Wave at his pal Chorn::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::enters bridge, walks over to OPS console and downloads PADD::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
<Whispers> Wizon: what's up?

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
XO: Entering system now.

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: I need your help designing a route to stay out of Dominion scanner =ange.

CTO_Ens_Lee:
All: Please, assemble into your assigned Security Teams. Whizon, you'll =e leading Alpha Team. Chorn, you're heading Beta.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ENG Teams: Alpha Team, you'll concentrate on the reactor cores. Beta =ill work on the subspace relays. Theta will work on the defensive =ystems, including shields and weapons. Zeta team will be on standby on =he ship if we need them. I'll be around the station, if you'll be =eeding me.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ENG Teams: Understand all?

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*ALL*: Prepare for the AT. I need the CMO, CTO, CEO, SEC team and CSO =o meet me in the TR when we arrive at the Starbase.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
CTO: Yes sir. ::look at alpha team::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::snaps off salute::
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CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
<Everyone> CEO: Aye sir.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
CTO: Anything else sir?

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: We are in range of the planet now.

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
XO:Sir I need help make a route?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::ah we're entering the system now::...............

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: put us into standard orbit around the station.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*ACO* Aye sir. Repair teams are on their way.

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::working out half of the equation

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::enters standard obit around the planet:: CSO: What can I do to help?

CTO_Ens_Lee:
SEC Teams: Your main priority is to protect the medical teams from the =hreat of Jem'Hadar.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::ENG teams exit to grab their equipment. McDowell exits also, grabs =ome PADDs and his "toolbag" from his office, and heads to the TR::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
asst. tac: I need you to keep us away from the Jem'Hadar as per orders =rom the CSO.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
ALL: We know the Sec people have had rudimentary First Aid, but we will =ave medics with each team . Use them! They also know enough about =iring phasers as you do about medicine. Meaning that they may not shoot =hemselves in the foot. Work as a team everyone, and we may get through =ll right. Understood?

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Try to help make a route to stay out of scanner range of the =ominion

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*CSO*: scratch your assignment to the AT. I need you here to help with =eeping us out of the way of the Jem'Hadar.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
ALL : Then lets go to TR1

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: I have evasive maneuvers programmed into the helm.

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
XO: That would be a wiser move sir

CMO_G_Heinlein:
All: And good luck!!

CTO_Ens_Lee:
CMO: Agreed.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters the TR, and starts typing in the coordinates on the console::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: you have the bridge.

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::heads to TR1::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Leave with alpha team to TR1::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: OK, I'll try to put that into my formula...

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::: Waves to CTO To follow to TR 1 :::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am ::gets up from the helm and walks to the big chair::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::almost has it::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO:Like that chair?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks mission status and send message to the Transporter chief for =way teams supplies::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*ACO* We are headed to TR1 now

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::follows everyone else to the TR::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
<g>

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::organizes Beta team into order and heads off to TR1::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::enters TR1::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::enters TR 1 :::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
ALL: are we all here?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Landt: Gd'afternoon Commander. Out for a stroll.

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: I am not afraid of it, if that is what you mean. But I would much =refer to steer than to lead ::grins at CSO::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:; enter TR1

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
<::>

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::enters TR::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::Beta team enters TR1::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ACO: Coordinates are all set. We're ready to beam down.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
ACO : Andrea, we have many more in the details for search, outside in =he hall

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Would you like me to take your old position I can complete my work =here..

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: Make it so. ::grins::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: wait with Alpha team to go on transporter PADD::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks power distribution conduits, sets up routing schedule in case =f trouble::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::takes FC station::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::transfers info from SCI station to FC station::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::sees that the AT is all there:: TR officer: beam us down to the =tation

CMO_G_Heinlein:
ACO: I would suggest we send down Alpha Teams Security first

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: You will be double duty at TAC. Let me know if you pick up =nything on the scanners?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: already on it.......

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: Prepare his team ::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::beams them to the station::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::finishes:: FCO: Hey take a look at my flight design tell me if it =ooks agreeable to you?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - transporter.wav):

ACO_CmdrLandt:
CMO: yes...TRO: belay that order and beam SEC teams down 1st.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::waits with Beta team::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: arrived at Station::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks transport logs to make sure all the supplies were transported::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Look around and deploy team::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: Let me know when you have arrived.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
<Oh well...whoever should go first is now down there>

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*Whizon* Station secured for the rest of us to beam down Ensign?

ACO_CmdrLandt:
*SEC*: inform me when it is clear so that we may also beam down.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*ACO*: Yes sir...

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::sets locks on AT, sets priority lock on the ACO::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::shows the FCO flight design:: FCO: What do you think?

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*ACO*: you can beam down...

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ACO: Energize, sir?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::gets on Pad :::

Ensign_Skip:
@::moans:: All: help me

ACO_CmdrLandt:
CEO: energize.

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: Looks good, but what if they come up under us?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - transporter.wav):
::presses the big red button, and then jumps onto the pad just in time::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Continue to watch in case Jem'Hadar are cloaked, its, doubtful now =hough::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Materializes :::

Ensign_Skip:
@::trapped under a support beam::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::arrives on Starbase 3 something::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
*SEC*: Secure the area and make sure that it's safe for the Engineering =eam to beam down.

Ensign_Skip:
@:::bleeding::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Then we do a forward flight thrust haven't they taught you at the =cademy sir?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::materializes, and immediately scans the area::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Computer: run scanners in a 360 motion. Report any detection of spatial =ovement

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
<BG>

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::takes out tricorder :::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Skip: Hold on, Stark, stick with me...

Ensign_Skip:
@:::moans::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Approach Skip:::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: I beg your pardon?

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@AT: Spread out in teams and try to find survivors.

Nicke_AGM:
@::trapped under some debris::

Ensign_Skip:
@::slipping into unconsciousness::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::spreads out team and move to cover Med. staff::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::fixes it:: FCO: How about that?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ *TR3* Engineering Teams Alpha, Beta, and Theta, beam down and begin =epairs.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*CMO*: We've found a wounded, we are in section a-4

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Sec1: Fan out plan Alpha

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: keep an eye out for Jem'Hadar ships.

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::holding on to her temper:: CSO: Much better.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::sets shielding for randomized harmonic frequency beta 2 , sets codes::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
<eg>

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - transporter.wav):
::ENG teams beam down to their respective areas::

Nicke_AGM:
@::moans::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*AXO:* Aye Ma'am, we doing full sensors seeps.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Sec Whizon * Sending a medic your way

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::walks over to whoever Nicke's playing, and pulls some of the heavy =ebris off::

Nicke_AGM:
@::tries to move ::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: Anything on sensors?

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@: Try to remove debris over Skip:: Sec: at 3 ...1 ...2 ..3 mmmmmmm

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::keeps scanning for Jem 'Hadar ships instead of bothering the FCO::

Ensign_Skip:
@::bleeding badly::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Nicke?: Stay still...You'll be out in a moment.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Move the debris over Skip::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Skip: can you talk?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
<agg...forgot the @. Sorry>

Nicke_AGM:
@::closes eyes:: ::tries to speak:: uhh....

Ensign_Skip:
@::laying there eyes closed:::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Corpsman > ::::Arrives at scene to help the Ensign ::::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Skip: stay with used...

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@CMO: once we've found all the wounded I need you to beam up with them =o the Geneva.

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
@::spots Federation AT and moves in with squad of Jem'Hadar troops::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: Can you hear me?

Ensign_Skip:
@::barley alive::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::scans locks on AT and searches for lifeforms still alive::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@ACO : Aye

Nicke_AGM:
@::tries to remember what happened::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Give Skip first treatment ::

Ensign_Skip:
@::Laying in a large pool of his own blood:::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ Nicke: No it's okay...Don't try to speak. Just stay still.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Corpsman > ::::starts treatment of the Ensign :::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@SEC: is the area secure?

Nicke_AGM:
@::nods slowly::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::keeps scanning::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO:: ALex?

Ensign_Skip:
@::blood that is a rear type::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Rest of Alpha Sec: continue your search.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::pulls off more debris, and stabs a hypospray into the crewman's arm, =o stabilize the vitals::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
*SEC Teams*: Transport all seriously wounded directly to sick bay.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@:: spots Jem'Hadar and moves in to protect Med Beta::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*ACO*: Like I said it should be sir...

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: I asked if you have detected anything on sensors, such as Jem'Hadar =hips in the area?

Nicke_AGM:
@::looks around::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
<Computer> Spatial movement in section alpha 2

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Corpsman > *Geneva * We have one to Transport directly to Sickbay

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::uh oh::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@CMO: we have enemy activity

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
OPS:What?

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
@::Jem'Hadar troops begin firing on the AT::

Ensign_Skip:
@:::losing still more of his rare blood::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ <ENG Alpha> *CEO* Alpha team to McDowell. Main power should be coming =ack online.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: I can't see anything, but the computer is picking up something, =eport to the AXO !

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ALL: TAKE COVER!!!!!!!

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::with AT Omega cruising the station for Jem H'addar::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::jumps for cover and starts firing

CMO_G_Heinlein:
ACO : we have reports from Sec 2 of JH activity

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Pulse\@Phasers.wav):
@::returns fire

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Shoot back at Jem'Hadar::

Lt_Nicke:
@::hears weapons fire::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: Ma'am, we are picking something up, are you OK?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::falls down, covers the injured crewman, and pulls his rifle::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::sets phaser lock and FIRES::

Sec_ENS_Whizon (Sound - Phaser\@(3\@bursts).wav):

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - HandPhaser.wav):
@ ::begins firing off rounds::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@CMO: Beam as many injured out as you can, and now.

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Sir, Jem'Hadar are attacking!

Lt_Nicke:
@::tries to get from under the debris::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: heading 234 mark 23

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@ACO: Aye

Lt_Nicke:
@::feels around for phaser::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*Geneva*: This is Sec officer Whizon, there Is Jem'Hadar presence on =he station I repeat...

Ensign_Skip:
@:::close to death::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ALL: Red Alert!!

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::puting in the coordinates from the ops::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*SEC Alpha*: What's going on over there??!?!

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::rushes over to Lt. Nicke and hands her over to Hein::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Geneva* we have ...er... 30 to beam up

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
::loads torpedoes::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: Get our AT's out of there.

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::fires another round, then goes charging after 2 of the Jem'Hadar::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::ducks behind cover Ens Chew protect the right!!

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*TR*: Get the wounded out of her first!

Lt_Nicke:
@::stumbles toward the doctor::

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
A JEM'HADAR SHIP APPROACHES THE GENEVA, PHASERS FIRING 

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::runs tac through the same controls::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*CMO*: Acknowledged, beaming now.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: our shields went up, you think

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Hand\@Phaser.wav):

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::helps the Lt :::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora (Sound - Klaxon.wav):
::red alert::

Lt_Nicke:
@::raisers phaser and fires past the doctor::

Sec_ENS_Whizon (Sound - Phaser\@(3\@bursts).wav):
@: fire at the Jem'Hadar again::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: beam up the injured, but leave security and me here! We need =o secure the station!

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):
::Fires phasers

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::yelling to the crewman:: Get out of here!!! ::throws his Comm badge =o her, to get a priority lock::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::raises shields , arms weapons::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
TR: Bring the injured aboard.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Alpha Team: Protect the Medical and the wounded...

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::frantically running towards Sect. 2 to flank the JH team::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO:Shields are up and weapons ready

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::continues firing on Jem'Hadar and hits one::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
*AXO* We're being fired upon, shields are up

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSo: Evasive maneuvers Alpha 1, now

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Geneva* Beam all medical personnel but the combat qualified one to =ickbay

Lt_Nicke:
@::catches Comm badge::

Ensign_Skip:
@::close to death:::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::takes evasive maneuvers alpha1::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*SEC AT Alpha*: We're on our way! Recover the wounded as soon as you =an and retreat to a secure area!!!

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*CSO*: Beam up all the wounded and everyone else but me and security =eams!

Lt_Nicke:
@::continues firing through blurry eyes::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
<TR>: Beaming injured to sickbay.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: we will have to disable that ship before we can beam people up

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ALL: Can someone tell me how many Jem'Hadar are here !

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::rams his rifle into one of the Jem'Hadar, and then fires it::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*CTO*: Yes sir!

Lt_Nicke:
@::continues firing:::

Ensign_Skip:
@::not going to leave much longer::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::Draws Phaser and proceeds to fire :::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora (Sound - transporter.wav):
::lowers shields and starts beaming up wounded to sick bay::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@SEC: I can see about twenty so far!

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::is hit on the back by the other Jem'Hadar...Falls to the ground, but =s not pained::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Done

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
::sets lock on Jem'Hadar ship

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: I'll try to get to the wounded!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: Good job

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Geneva * Beam McDowell to Sickbay

CTO_Ens_Lee:
:: Arrives on the scene and flanks the JH team, cornering them, and =pening fire::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@CTO: Beta team is intact and trying to reach you

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::fires on more Jem'Hadar::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Should I keep shields lowered to transport more crew?

Ensign_Skip:
@:::Still bleeding bad in fact have only 1/3 of normal blood left::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::: Continues firing :::

Lt_Nicke:
@::takes cover and continues firing::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Look for wounded don't find any::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
CSO: We gotta disable that ship first!

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Pulse\@Phasers.wav):
::fire at JH

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::runs over the cross fire to ensign Skip::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::raises shields::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Skip: Hold on!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: helm is maneuvering out of their range, see how many of our people =re left?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::gets up slowly, but then in a burst of fury reels around to the =ther Jem'Hadar, and hits him full force on the head with his rifle's =utt::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::gives him a hypo and a blood clotter to help the bleeding.

CTO_Ens_Lee:
2*SEC AT Beta*: Get everyone else secured and get the hell out of here!

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: give skip is badge::

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
THE OUTMANED JEM'HADAR RETREAT TO REGROUP BEFORE........

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::lays in course for offensive on Jem'Hadar ship::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::still firing after the JH::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):

Ensign_Skip:
@::short of sleeping cause of lack of blood::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*TR*: One to beam out to Sickbay now!

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: They are retreating, beam them up now!

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::out of breath:: *ENG Teams* All.... ::cough:: teams beam back... =:breath:: immediately!!!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
Helm: Alpha 2 program

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@::notices the firing stopped:: ALL: Let's get the wounded into one =rea!

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@CTO: acknowledged

CMO_G_Heinlein:
<Nurse Ratchet > Skip : Lie back and we will take care of you :::starts =nfusion :::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*All SEC ATs*: Omega Team will hold position here, the rest of you fall =ack, and emergency transport to the ship!

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: wonder why Jem'Hadar are leaving::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Let's start beaming up crewmen before hell brakes loose!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: Lower shields and beam the rest of the AT aboard.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - transporter.wav):
::Lowers shields.....

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
@ ::gets up, walks over, and grabs a hold of the wounded crewman:: =Geneva* Two to beam to Sickbay!!!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: We need to beam the rest of you aboard before the Jem'Hadar =eturn.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: I should have seen them coming!

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Geneva * Beam me directly to sickbay

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - transporter.wav):
::OK second set:: hmm med bay........

Lt_Nicke:
::in sickbay::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::arrives back on the ship, in Sickbay::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: beam all up except for me, tac and sec teams so that we may =ecure the station!

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::keeps close to base for easy transport::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: mad at himself for not seeing the JH::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::sees that the last remaining JH soldier is dead, then retreats with =mega Team to a secure position and awaits beam out::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::Starts to work on the most gravely injured :::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: You heard the ACO, beam everyone but those

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: OK, all aboard, shield strength is 86 %

Lt_Nicke:
::passes out::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@Ens. Whizon: don't worry about it...I don't think anyone heard them =oming either...

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::grabs a hypo, stabs it into himself, and then hobbles out...With Gene =ooking aghast upon him::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: I suggest who live the Station as well sir..

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Pulse\@Phasers.wav):
@::continues firing::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::sighs in relief::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
<You>

Ens_Ralph:
::::moaning after looking at the void where my arm is supposed to =e::::::

Ensign_Skip:
@::about to see the great bird of the galaxy::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::Checks condition of Ensign Skip :::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*ACO*: We're all clear here. ready when you are to get the heck outta =ere!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: Andrea, you can't do any more there, we can come back.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@: turn to Chorn:: Chorn: What are you firing at ?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::hobbles to a TL:: Bridge!!!

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: is everyone beamed up from the station except for me, sec and =ac?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::Reduces fracture in thoracic vertebrae :::

Ens_Ralph:
Doc: my arm....... my arm...... where is my arm

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: Yes, now lets get you aboard.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@CTO: thought I saw some movement

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: Sir I recommend you leave the Station it's too risky !!!!!!!!!!!

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::scanning for Jem'Hadar ships that are coming::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: we need to secure the station first

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*ACO*: We need to get you aboard now!!!

CMO_G_Heinlein (Sound - Hypospray.wav):
:::gives Ralph a shot to put him under so he can be treated ::

Ensign_Skip:
::starts mumble about the bright light at the end of the tunnel::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters the Bridge, and slumps down into his console chair at the right =f the Bridge::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*FCO*: alright! beam me up!

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@Chorn: They're tailing us I bet...but they haven't regrouped yet. We =eed to get out of here, soon!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS: Bean the ACO up now

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: good choice sir, don't worry!

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::::pulls skip back from the brink :::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::diverts power from auxiliary and routes it to shielding and weapons::

Ens_Ralph:
:::;starts to shake violently after the hypospray is injected::::::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*Sec*: secure the station

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ACO: Won't fail this time sir...

Ensign_Skip:
::talks whit his long dead mom:::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*Sec*: Inform me when the station is secure.

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS:!!!!! Lower shields and beam Andrea aboard now!!!!

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@Lee: sir I suggest a two rank defensive position

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::Checks condition of Ralph And modifies his meds :::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*Sec on station*: To all security groups please report your location...

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::walks up to Rief:: Good to see you on the Bridge again. You're getting =opular. ::taps the console behind her::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@: Heard phaser fire::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):
Fires back

Lt_Nicke:
::opens eyes slowly::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@Chorn: Good idea.. ...

Ens_Ralph:
:::::: still shaking violently and breaks out in massive hives where =ypospray was injected::::::

Ensign_Skip:
::Wakes up::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*Whizon*: Ensign! Where are you?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: get us in a good position to lower the shields

Lt_Nicke:
::looks around , confused::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@;;arranges beta into ranks::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::arrives on ship::

Ensign_Skip:
::looks around::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::Walking about overseeing treatment of many patients :::

Ensign_Skip:
:::scared::: all: where am I ?!!

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
fires another torpedo at the JH

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*CTO*: We are in section a-6 moving to a-8!

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::hurries to bridge::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Skip: you are on the Geneva

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::gets in good position::

Ens_Ralph:
::::: breathing slows down....breathing constricted::::::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: continue walking slowly look around::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@Lee: do you want to go get them?

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
THE JEM'HADAR HAVE REGROUPED AND ARE ATTACKING AGAIN

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*Whizon*: Acknowledged. As soon as you secure the area, report back to =e, and we'll get out of here!

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::arrives at bridge::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::modifies treatments of Ralph again :::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: The ACO is on her way to the bridge, be ready to assume your duty =tation when she arrives.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Fire at JH::

Ensign_Skip:
all: how did i get here> where are my co-works?

Lt_Nicke:
::gets up and begins walking out of sickbay::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: status...

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::rocks on his seat, while typing away::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO:The Jem Hadar have REgrouped!!!

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Hand\@Phaser.wav):

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Skip : Those we could save are here ...

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: We are being fired upon by the Jem'Hadar.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Lt : Where are you going ?

Ens_Ralph:
:::::breathing stops.... body trying to breathe:::::::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):
::Brings up all phasers, locks into warp power and FIRES

Lt_Nicke:
::keeps walking::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::gets up out of chair and goes to helm::

Ensign_Skip:
Heinlein: what about my dog fred?

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::takes evasive maneuvers beta1::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*SEC on Station*: we are attack by JH, we are in B5...

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::orders Ralph put in to stasis :::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
ACO: Damage to forward phaser array 23! Main power relays are =luctuating. Attempted to compensate!!

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
FCO: Here you go

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
CSO: You amy return to your station Ens.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: how about a little evasive maneuver....

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: fire again at JH::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::goes to science station::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::chair rolls around uncontrollably from the rumbling::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
Tac: return fire

Sec_ENS_Whizon (Sound - Hand\@Phaser\@2.wav):

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::sits down and starts Geneva on an evasive course::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
::sits in chair::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::Has orderly bring the Lt back into the room and has him sedated with = neural inducer ::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
Fires 3 torps

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*Beta Team: go to a-7, and help them out! We'll be coming around in =-5!

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: One of sec alpha is hit::

Lt_Nicke:
::falls asleep::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::brings back online main power, and stabilizes it::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: shielding at 80 %

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Skip : I am sorry , I don't know if your dog made it ....

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
JEM'HADAR WARSHIP SWINGS PAST THE GENEVA FIRING ALL THE WAY

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*Geneva*: Whizon to Geneva, do you copy, we got a wounded here!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: Shall we pursue, or protect the outpost?

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::tries to find a weak point in Jem'Hadar shields::

Ensign_Skip:
all: I want my dog:: Starts to cry:::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::noticing that the power cell is low on his rifle, rushes with Omega =eam to A-5::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):
::Firing back on th Jem'Hadar::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::moves off to a7::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::watches as more patients are put into stasis ::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::tries to bring more power to the weakening shields, but inadvertently =ulls all the power from Sickbay:::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@: Continue fire at JH::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):

Sec_ENS_Whizon (Sound - Hand\@Phaser.wav):

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: protecting the outpost is our priority right now. Hold position.

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>::running around the station::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*SEC Alpha and Beta*: I want reports! Talk to me! What's going on?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*Eng * We need Power

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::moves the Geneva back toward the planet::

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
THE SURFACE FORCES ATTACK, THIS TIME IT'S HAND TO HAND

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell (Sound - Console.wav):
::brings back the power, and gets shields back to 94%::

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>::tail wagging and tongue hanging out::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@²CTO*: We go on it here sir, And The JH are progress... =Communication cu)

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
*Heinlein* Sorry about that Gene.

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::sees alpha pinned down and realizes he is behind the JH::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
::loads another torpedo, This time with a gas anomaly locator attached =o it

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*Alpha*: We're on our way!

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: engage hand to hand combat with JH::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: how many vessels left?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
Skip: there may be some hope ...we were more looking for SF survivors

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>:::runs down a hall::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:; take A punch, punch back..:::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::prepares a small plasma detonator::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*Eng * I only hope we don't loose anyone

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: Two, OPs anything different?

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::console explodes behind him, and McDowell is thrown to the ground at =he ACO's feet::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: take one of JH blade and fight back::

Ensign_Skip:
doc: I can live with out my dog

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Pulse\@Phasers.wav):
@;;fires on Jh from behind and jumps into hand to hand

Ens_Ralph:
:::::: Ens Ralph Dies:::::::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::gets up slowly:: I'm okay! ::mumbling:: Boy, what a rough day...

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>::Sees ensign whizon and runs about to him::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@Chorn: Good job :: take a punch:: OUHC!

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::Arrives on position, and opens fire::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::puts back to Whizon::

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>::goes up to the jh fighting whizon and bites the jh::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
OPS:!!!! Do you detect any more than 2 Jem ships?

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Receive a blade on the arm, bleeding::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: let's get rid of those ships so we can get the rest of the people =ut of there

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@*ACO*: We're still in the thick of it yet, but I think the station will =e contained soon!

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::grab JH by throat and crushes::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::does system check all over ship::

Ens_Jones:
@::::shoots radically at the JH::::::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am, plots intercept course with the other 2 Jem ships::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::walks up the stairs, to the master systems console. Slaves it to =ecome the ENG console::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
FCO: Only One now..........working on that one.. NOW

SEC_LT_Chorn (Sound - Hand\@Phaser.wav):

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@CTO: That's hoping (still fighting) that this is all there is::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: One left Ma'am!

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>:::teeth in jh::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
@*CTO*: good...inform me when you have secured the station.

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Kill a JH with the blade::

Ens_Jones:
@:::adjusting phaser fire to wide beam:::::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
(no @)

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>::Lets go of jh::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::drops rifle as the power is gone, and goes hand to hand::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::roars with glory::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):
Fires at main engines on the JH Ship

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::: Working tiredly as the day wears on to save as many as he can :::

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>JH: Growl ::bears teeth at jh::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@:: Jump ON a JH Soldier:::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::monitor goes off:: ACO: Commander!!! We've taken damage to the port =lasma manifold!!! I can't keep the forward and port shields going for =uch longer!

More_Jem-Hadar:
::Make ship fly under the Geneva and shoot phasers::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
FCO: what is the status of the last Jem Vessel?

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::trys to re-route power to main systems:: Thinking: The engineer is =oing to be mad to see what I have done to his power grid::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::spinkicks JH::

Nicke_AGM:
::opens eyes::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@*Geneva*: We still got ensign Java that is wounded, can you transport =im!

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
ACO: It just bit the dust, we can return to the planet

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::sees Ens. Hedrick get knocked silly, and goes buck-wild on the JH =hat hit him::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::wipes blood from forehead::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - torpedo.wav):
Sets up a Mark 5 Torpedo........

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::sets course back to planet::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
CSO: Beam all other survivors up immediately!

SEC_LT_Chorn:
@::grins at CTO Lee::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - transporter.wav):
::lowers shields and activates transporters

CTO_Ens_Lee:
@::takes a nice kick in the back...oooff!!::

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
*CMO*: Prepare for more wounded Gene

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::is going to have a hell of a week next week repairing this stuff::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
@ALL: there only two JH soldier left!!!!

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::raises shields

Ens_okelly:
Mcdowell: plasma is filling part of engineering

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>All: Woofe woofe

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
XO: Never mind ops did that

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::::is stooped for a minute to eat something :::

Ensign_Skip:
@<fred>:::wags tail::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Okelly: Well shut it off!!!

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*FCO* Aye :::sigh *

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief (Sound - PHAS.wav):

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::takes out his thermal tazer...really pissed off, and zaps the JH with =usto::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
:: arrived in sickbay still bleeding:::

Ens_okelly:
Mcdowell: Im trying

ACO_CmdrLandt:
ALL: good job people! Now we must set up a team to hold the station =or a while.

More_Jem-Hadar (Sound - Torpedo1.wav):
@::Get warship close to warp drive of Geneva and Shoots a few torpedos::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::materializes on ship::

More_Jem-Hadar (Sound - Torpedo2.wav):

Ens_okelly:
::::: trying to fix plasma leak:::::::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:::goes over to work on Ens Whizon ::::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::activates E-transport armband::

ACO_CmdrLandt:
CSO: is everyone up?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: We've got company !!

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
::feels better::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
*Aco*: I should be on that time sir! As soon as I'm OK..

CTO_Ens_Lee:
::materializes on ship::

CEO_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::port nacelle fluctuates:: Aww geez...That made my day!!!

Ensign_Skip:
<fred>::beams onto the Geneva::

CSO_Ens_Darren_Kora:
XO: Yes sir

FCO_Ens_Alexander:
::rolls the Geneva to evade the incoming torpedoes::

Sec_ENS_Whizon:
::: Feel pain in the back, didn't saw it :::

SEC_LT_Chorn:
::revels in the feel of battle::

CTO_Ens_Lee:
Anyone: Is that it? We all here?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
FCO: I count 4 coming

More_Jem-Hadar:
@::Shoots Phasers after the torpedoes::

Jem_Hadar_Leader:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=





